FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

COWIN EQUIPMENT AWARDED TAKEUCHI DEALER OF THE
YEAR IN SOUTHEAST REGION
Atlanta, GA: Takeuchi-US, a global innovation leader in compact equipment, has awarded Cowin
Equipment as the 2019 Southeast Dealer of the Year. Takeuchi’s southeast business region manager
Steve DePriest presented Cowin Equipment with the award.
Cowin Equipment was awarded after considering its commitment and excellence in a number of areas
including sales performance, parts support, product support and training. The company is a full-service
sales, rentals and service dealer with locations in Alabama, Georgia and Florida.
“We are honored to award Cowin Equipment as the Southeast Dealer of the Year. Their team has worked
very hard to receive this recognition,” said DePriest. “They are a top-performing dealer who has really
done a great job with the Takeuchi brand. Cowin Equipment always treats the customer as its number
one priority, and it is why the company is so successful.”
“We are excited to be named the Southeast Dealer of the Year by Takeuchi. We have a great partnership
with Takeuchi, and this really reflects the hard work of all of our employees at Cowin Equipment," said
Jamie Cowin, president of Cowin Equipment. "We have a great team here, and they are very
knowledgeable on Takeuchi products. Takeuchi has been a wonderful product line for us over the years
and we look forward to our continued partnership."
Photo (L-R): Bud Dennis, Cowin Equipment, Matt McGowan, Cowin Equipment, Steve DePriest,
Takeuchi, Scott Cox, Cowin Equipment and Tim Gann, Cowin Equipment
For more information, please visit www.takeuchi-us.com.
About Takeuchi
Takeuchi is an ISO 9001 certified manufacturer of an extensive line of compact track loaders, compact
excavators, compact wheel loaders, and skid steer loaders. Founded in 1963, Takeuchi was the first
company to introduce the compact excavator to North America, setting the stage for one of the highest
growth product segments ever introduced in the compact equipment market. The compact excavator has
become a main line product for both rental and construction/utility companies. Takeuchi continued to lead
the compact construction industry with the introduction of the first compact track loader to North America.
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